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What is “himekur”?
A stationery brand that has been developed based on the theme of 

“cherishing each and every day”. We believe that our mission is 

sharing the appeal of paper and the importance of writing.

Using “himekuri” as the name of  our  brand,we spread the 

appeal of Japanese stationery around the world.
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“himekuri” is the daily desk calendar with a new style that won the 

Grand Prize in Functionality at the 2018 Japan Stationery Awards. 

In the 2022 Edition, there are a total of 7 items, including memory, 

the new design. This calendar has been designed to allow you to 

enjoy various designs and mechanisms.

Features

Color changes each week

Perfect for date sheets Limitless possibilities

Different design each day Sticky note
The color changes each week, allowing you to glance at 

where the colors change to see which day is today. 

(Patented)

Stick them in your notebook to personalize it. Useful for 

bullet journals, too. Perfect for decorating notebooks and 

diaries.

You can use the sticky notes as bookmarks or stick them 
on food products to record the date they were opened. 
There are many waysto use them; the only limit is your 
imagination.

Each of the 365 days has a different design.The daily 

variety of illustrations and photosallows you to flip each 

day with enjoyment and never get bored.

Each of the 365 days also functions as a sticky note. 

After peeling it off, you can reuse it for many different 

purposes.

himekuri sticky note calendar



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0025-001

2022Edition himekuri
white gray 1900 yen 5 4580461650625 78g

KP0025-002 colorful 1900 yen 5 4580461650632 78g
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himekuri white gray

Design：shirie

Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm 　
Sticky notes size: H38 ｘ W25mm

Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm 　
Sticky notes size: H38 ｘ W25mm

White -and -gray -alternate -each -week.
Simple -and -stylish.
Recommended -around -desks -in -offices.

Produced white gray, the original 
himekuri .  After graduating from 
university, submitted the prototype 
design for himekuri for the 2nd be-on 

Competition, won an award, and turned the design 
into a product. Manages a general shop in Gunma.

Design：nouto.co

A small stationery and goods 

maker of just 2 people. They 

d o n ’ t  n e e d  t o  b e c o m e 

popular, as they are very happy as long as you enjoy it. Hiromi 

Oki, the illustrator with an apparel background, manages the 

Design Department. Nouto means a door to the mind.

A -colorful - calendar -with -a -different -
color - for -each -of - the -53 -weeks - in - the -
year. -A -rounded -font -and -gentle -colors.

himekuri colorful



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0025-003

2022Edition himekuri
cat 1900 yen 5 4580461650649 78g

KP0025-004 zoo 1900 yen 5 4580461650656 78g
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Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm 　
Sticky notes size: H38 ｘ W25mm

Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm 　
Sticky notes size: H38 ｘ W25mm

Usually does different work, but 
carries out various creative activities 
under the pen name PalloBox on days 
off. Frequently appears at events 

related to stationery and books.

Design：Keiko Kitagawa

Various -cute -animals -appear -and -move -around -with -

energy. -Peel -the -sticky -notes -to -unravel -the -story. -Each -

day -shows -you -commemoration -on -the -day.

Illustrator in Shizuoka. In 2017, became 

independent after working in product 

development. Loves stationery, develops 

products, and plans various events.

Blog: maoichi.com

Website: maohagiwara.com

Stat ionery  p lanner.  Ch ief  e d itor  of 

the “otegami” online magazine and vice 

chief editor of “Mainichi Bunbogu” . Shares 

the appeal of stationery through social 

media and conventional media. Holds workshops and seminars 

about stationery and writes columns. Website: makiko.info

Illustrations：Mao HagiwaraSupervision：Makiko Fukushima

We -collected -cats -cute -gestures -from -users -and -turned -

them - in to  - i l lus t ra t ions.  - Many  - ca t s  - tha t  - a re -

playing,acting -mischievously, -and -doing -other -things -

appear.

himekuri zoo

himekuri cat

Artists tweet backstories on Twitter every 

day with the hashtag # 毎日 himekurizoo.



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0025-005 2022Edition himekuri stationery 2300 yen 5 4580461650663 138g
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<List of Participating Manufacturers and Brands (in Japanese alphabetical order and without honorifics)>

ASHFORD, NT Cutter, OLFA, CARL Jimuki, KAMIO JAPAN, KAMOI KAKOSHI, Kanmido, KING JIM, KUTSUWA, Kuretake, KOKUYO COPIC, SEED, Shachihata, STABILO, 

STAEDLER, THE SAILOR PEN, ZEBRA, Tsubame NoteBook, DESIGNPHIL, TOMBOW PENCIL, NICHIBAN, Hallmark Japan, The PARKER Pen Company, PILOT, hanaoka, 

PAPIER PLATZ, HAYASHI CUTLERY, bande, FUEKINORI,Kogyo, PLUS, PLATINUM Pen, pentel, HobonichiMARK’ S, MAX, YAMATO, LIHIT LAB.,KOBE Fruwa

A -calendar -based -on -the -theme -of -“using -stationery” .

Numerous -stationery, -such -as -pens, -notebooks, -and -scissors, -from -a -total -of -38 -Japanese -and -international -Japanese -

manufacturers -and -brands -are -featured. -Not -only -does -the -special -booklet -that -is -attached -contain -bits -of -knowledge -

about -the -featured -stationery,it -also -has -worksheets -for -you -to -actually -use -the -stationery.

Illustrator in Shizuoka. In 2017, became 

independent after working in product 

development. Loves stationery, develops 

products, and plans various events.

Blog: maoichi.com

Website: maohagiwara.com

Stat ionery  p lanner.  Ch ief  e d itor  of 

the “otegami” online magazine and vice 

chief editor of “Mainichi Bunbogu” . Shares 

the appeal of stationery through social 

media and conventional media. Holds workshops and seminars 

about stationery and writes columns. Website: makiko.info

Illustrations：Mao HagiwaraSupervision：Makiko Fukushima

Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm
Sticker size: H38 ｘ W25mm
Booklet size: A6 　 H148 ｘ W105mm
Booklet page count: 88 pages

himekuri stationery (Set of stiky notes and a booklet)



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0025-006 2022Edition himekuri sweets 2300 yen 5 4580461650670 138g
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Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm
Sticker size: H38 ｘ W25mm
Booklet size: A6 　 H148 ｘ W105mm
Booklet page count: 88 pages

<List of Participating Dessert Shops (in Japanese alphabetical order and without honorifics)>

UCHU wagashi, CAFE OHZAN, cafe Mame-Hiko, quil fait bon, Kobe Furuwa, Koshinoyuki Hompo Yamatoya, Sunny Hills, c3CHATIROIS, 

Tamayose, DANDELION CHOCOLATE, chaka, chaka ENJYU, TOKYO TULIP ROSE, BISCUITERIE BRETONNE Princess Cheese Factory, PRESS 

BUTTER SAND, Bunpodo Gallerycafe, Minimal, Parfaiteria Momobukuro

This -calender -is -full -of -delicious -sweets -from -a -total -of -20 -popular -shops -,including -cafes -around -
Tokyo -,and -shops -across -Japan -that -can -deliver -nationwide.
The -special -attached -booklet -has -plenty -of -information -about -shops -and -sweets.
Peel -off -the -himekuri -sticky -notes -and -paste -them -on -the -booklet -to -complete -the -sweets -guide.

An illustrator who 

loves strawberry 

d e s s e r t s .  To o k 

charge of original 

sweets from the planning stage.

http://emi-artdays.com/

DTP designer and 
illustrator. Took 
c h a rg e  of  t h e 
illustrations of 

the shops’ sweets this time.
Likes cats and whipped cream.

Illustration/Design: Emi Tachibana Illustration: Kyoko Kumeta

S t a t i o n e r y 
p l a n n e r  a n d 
d e e p l y  l o v e s 
s w e e t s  m o r e 

than anything. Goes to cafes 
for sweets almost every day.

Supervision: Makiko Fukushima

himekuri sweets (Set of stiky notes and a booklet)



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0025-007 2022Edition himekuri memory 2300 yen 5 4580461650687 138g
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Captures small thrills that give off the 
feelings of each season. Likes subdued, 
gentle colors and sunshine filtered 
through trees.

Twitter・Instagram　@yuki__kasumisou

himekuri memory (Set of stiky notes and a booklet)

A -calendar -that -is -full -of -photos -that -capture -seasonal -events -
and -modest -daily -scenes.
Pale, -warm -photos -add -color - to -your -daily - life. - Its -design - is -
suitable -for -all -situations. -The -special -booklet -that -is -attached -
has -explanations -about -the -theme -for -each -week. -You -can -paste -
all -365 -sticky -notes -onto -the -booklet -to -complete -the -album -in -a -
year.

Calendar mount size: H50 ｘ W210mm
Sticker size: H38 ｘ W25mm
Booklet size: A6 　 H148 ｘ W105mm
Booklet page count: 80 pages

Photography：yuki
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Would you like to make an original himekuri?

･ With illustrations of characters you drew yourself

･ With photos of pets, trains, and any hobbies

･ With the logos of your company or service on existing designs

Click here for details and the price list

https://himekuri.info/himekuri_original/

【Inquiries】

K-Planning Co., Ltd. 　 Manager: Shou Kinoshita

〒 112-0002 

1F Okubo Building 5-11-6 Koishikawa, - Bunkyo, Tokyo

Phone: (+81)3-5844-6113

E-mail: kinoshita.shou@kkikaku.jp
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These -are -sticky -notes -for -date -sheets -that -you -
can -write -your -desired -date -onto -before -use. -
They  - add  - color  - to  - your  - da i ly  - d iar ies, -
notebooks, -and -small -recording.

There -are -a - total -of -60 -sticky -notes, -with -20 -
each -for -3 -themes. -Each -has -a -different -design -
for -daily -use -with -anticipation. -By -filling -in -the -
digital -numbers - for - the -dates, -anybody -can -
make -fashionable -date -sticky -notes. - (Patent -
pending)

Sticky note that you write the date onto



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0026-001 cat 750 yen 5 4580461650694 10g
KP0026-002 himekuri free trip 750 yen 5 4580461650700 10g
KP0026-003 watercolor 750 yen 5 4580461650717 10g
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himekuri free cat

himekuri free trip

himekuri free watercolor

Illustration: Mao Hagiwara

Mount size: H110 ｘ W145mm
Sticky notes size: H25 ｘ W38mm
20 stickers x 3 blocks (60 stickers 

total)

Photos: Tomomi Isa

Mount size: H110 ｘ W145mm
Sticky notes size: H25 ｘ W38mm
20 stickers x 3 blocks (60 stickers 
total)

Design: Makiko Fukushima

Mount size: H110 ｘ W145mm
Sticky notes size: H25 ｘ W38mm
20 stickers x 3 blocks (60 stickers 
total)

Cats -move -around -in -a -lively -manner -based -on -
the3 -themes -of -mischief, -napping, -and -playing.

Beautiful -photos -from -around -the -world -have -been -put -

together -based -on -3 -themes: -colorful, -night, -and -blue.

A - simple - watercolor - design - that - suits - every -

situation.Add -color -to -your -diaries -and -other -items.
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Each -sticky -notes -has -a -different -illustration. -
They -tell -a -story -together. -Each -time -you -peel -
one, -you -will -be -filled -with -a -fun -feeling.

Thick -tracing -paper - is -used -for - the -paper -of -
the -sticky -note, -giving -off -a -sense -of -luxury.

Translucent sticky notes that tell a story as you peel them
himekuri mille-feuille



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0023-001

himekuri mill-feulle
green foxtail 550 yen 5 4580461650533 15g

KP0023-002 hide and seek 550 yen 5 4580461650540 15g
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himekuri mille-feuille
green foxtail

himekuri ミ mille-feuille
hide and seek

Illustrations: Mao Hagiwara

Mount size: H108 ｘ W87mm
Sticky notes size: H70 ｘ W70mm
15 sheets

Illustrations: Mao Hagiwara

Mount size: H108 ｘ W87mm
Sticky notes size: H70 ｘ W70mm
15 sheets

Cats -that -are -very -interested -in -the -green -foxtail -move -

around.The -story -develops -each -time -you -peel -one. -The -

sticky -notes -are -also -cute -to -look -at -on -their -own.

Cats -found -a -large -box! -They -play -by -sticking -
their -faces -out -of -various -places.This -story -is -
full -of -the -elements -that -are -unique -to -cats.



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0023-003 pen and ink 550 yen 5 4580461650557 15g
KP0023-004 himekuri mill-feulle Thank you 550 yen 5 4580461650564 15g
KP0023-005 bears making sweets 550 yen 5 4580461650571 15g
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himekuri mille-feuille
pen and ink

himekuri mille-feuille
Thank you

himekuri mille-feuille
bears making sweets

Illustrations: Mao Hagiwara

Mount size: H108 ｘ W87mm
Sticky notes size: H70 ｘ W70mm
15 sheets

Illustrations: Mao Hagiwara

Mount size: H108 ｘ W87mm
Sticky notes size: H70 ｘ W70mm
15 sheets

Illustrations: Emi Tachibana

Mount size: H108 ｘ W87mm
Sticky notes size: H70 ｘ W70mm
15 sheets

A - story - about -writing - characters - using - a -
fountain -pen. -Colorful - ink, -glass -pens, -and -
blotters -also -appear.

Messages - of - gratitude - are - written - using -
various -colors. -The -design -makes -it -easy -to -use -
these -stickers -in -any -situation -in -daily -life.

A - pair - of - bears - try - their - hand - at -making -
sweets! -The -illustrations -with -a -soft -touch -and -
the -heartwarming -story -are -a -good -match.
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A -dedicated -storage -case -for -masking -tape -that -
is - full  - of - Japanese - technology. - You - can -
organize - your -masking - tape - in - a - compact -
manner. -A -window -allows -you - to -enjoy - the -
pattern - from -outside. -The -door -closes -and -
stays -in -place -with -a -magnet.

- Store masking tape in a decorative way –
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himekuri masking tape case
vanilla

himekuri masking tape case
mint

himekuri masking tape case
rose quartz (limited)

himekuri masking tape case
aquamarine (limited)

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0024-001 vanilla 3480 yen 2 4580461650588 454g
KP0024-002 mint 3480 yen 2 4580461650595 454g
KP0024-003 rose quartz 3480 yen 2 4580461650601 454g
KP0024-004 himekuri masking tape case aquamarine 3480 yen 2 4580461650618 454g
KP0020-002 bule 3480 yen 2 4580461650397 454g
KP0020-003 brown 3480 yen 2 4580461650403 454g
KP0020-004 pink 3480 yen 2 4580461650410 454g
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himekuri masking tape case
blue

himekuri masking tape case
brown

himekuri masking tape case
pink

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)

Box size: H195 ｘ W220 ｘ D55mm
Rack size: H55 ｘ W205 ｘ D48mm ｘ 3 shelves
Tapes stored: Approximately 38 (with a width of 15mm)

*The masking tape and other items pictured are not included.



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0022-008 cat ver.2 450 yen 5 4580461650502 14g
KP0022-009 himekuri masking tape stationery ver.2 450 yen 5 4580461650519 14g
KP0022-010 sweets ver.1 450 yen 5 4580461650526 14g
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- himekuri has become masking tape –

himekuri masking tape

cat ver.2
himekuri masking tape

stationery ver.2
himekuri masking tape

sweets ver.1

Size: Tape width 15mm x length 5m Size: Tape width 15mm x length 5m Size: Tape width 15mm x length 5m

Masking - tape -with -himekuri - designs -

taken - from - the - illustrations - of - cats, -

stationery, - and - sweets - from - the - 2021 -

Ed i t i on  - h imekur i .  - I t  - i s  - g rea t  - fo r -

decorating -pocketbooks -andnotebooks -

and -for -wrapping -gifts.
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A5 -slim -notebooks -with -Tomoe -River -paper -
that -you -will -want -to -use -every -day. -It -is -full -of -
special -elements -as -a -notebook -supervised -by -
Makiko -Fukushima.

・Stick -on -himekuri -stickers -for -bullet -journals -and -diaries

・As -a -portable -notebook -to -carry -together -with -pocketbooks

・As -a -special -notebook -to -write -in -with -fountain -pens

- A5 slim notebooks you will want to use every day –
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The notebook uses Tomoe River paper.

Thread-stitched
bookbinding to open 180 degrees

Playful design 
for the covers  and rulled line

Compact and easy to write on 

Comfortable -writing -wiht -a - fountain -pen. -
Although - it  - is  - thin, - ink - does - not - seep -
through. - It -has -110 -pages, -which - is -plenty, -
but -it -still -is -easy -to -carry.

Since - it - opens - flat -with - an - angle - of - 180 -
degrees,you -do -not -need -to -hold -it -down. -No -
stress -when -writing.

The -double -covers -with -a -window -contain -
playfulness -and -design -elements - that -have -
not -been -seen -before. -Save -your -stickers -by -
sticking - them - in - here - or - use - them - as -
bookmarks.

Its -A5 -slim -size -is -very -portable -and -also -easy -
to -open -on -a -desk. -The -thin -but -no -deflection -
paper -makes -the -size -possible.



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax） Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0018-001 plain 980 yen 5 4580461650274 80g
KP0018-002 himekuri note stationery 980 yen 5 4580461650281 80g
KP0018-003 cat 980 yen 5 4580461650298 80g
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himekuri note plain

himekuri note stationery

himekuri note cat

Size: A5 slim (H210 x W105 mm)
Page count: 110 pages
Paper: Tomoe River notebook paper (52/3g/m2/cream)
Printed lines: 5mm square grid / gray print
Cover: With window and fold

Size: A5 slim (H210 x W105 mm)
Page count: 110 pages
Paper: Tomoe River notebook paper (52/3g/m2/cream)
Printed lines: 5mm square grid / blue print
Cover: With window and fold

Size: A5 slim (H210 x W105 mm)
Page count: 110 pages
Paper: Tomoe River notebook paper (52/3g/m2/cream)
Printed lines: 5mm dotted grid / pink print / with paw pad dots
Cover: With window and fold

Grid Sample

Grid Sample

Grid Sample
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himekuri free himekuri mille-feuille

himekuri

[Inquiries]

K-Planning Co., Ltd.    Manager: Sho Kinoshita

〒 112-0002

1F Okubo Building 5-11-6 Koishikawa, Bunkyo, Tokyo

Phone: (+81)3-5844-6113    E-mail: kinoshita.shou@kkikaku.jp

OEM is available!

Would you like to create original items based on the himekuri series?

Please feel free to reach out!

･Adding a logo to certain places

･Original patterns and designs



SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax）Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0025-001 white gray 1900 yen 5 4580461650625 78g
KP0025-002 colorful 1900 yen 5 4580461650632 78g
KP0025-003 cat 1900 yen 5 4580461650649 78g
KP0025-004 2022Edition himekuri zoo 1900 yen 5 4580461650656 78g
KP0025-005 stationery 2300 yen 5 4580461650663 138g
KP0025-006 sweets 2300 yen 5 4580461650670 138g
KP0025-007 memory 2300 yen 5 4580461650687 138g

SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax）Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0026-001 cat 750 yen 5 4580461650694 10g
KP0026-002 himekuri free trip 750 yen 5 4580461650700 10g
KP0026-003 watercolor 750 yen 5 4580461650717 10g

SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax）Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0023-001 green foxtail 550 yen 5 4580461650533 15g
KP0023-002 hide and seek 550 yen 5 4580461650540 15g
KP0023-003 himekuri mill-feulle pen and ink 550 yen 5 4580461650557 15g
KP0023-004 Thank you 550 yen 5 4580461650564 15g
KP0023-005 bears making sweets 550 yen 5 4580461650571 15g

SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax）Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0024-001

himekuri 
masking tape case

vanilla 3480 yen 2 4580461650588 454g
KP0024-002 mint 3480 yen 2 4580461650595 454g
KP0024-003 rose quartz 3480 yen 2 4580461650601 454g
KP0024-004 aquamarine 3480 yen 2 4580461650618 454g
KP0020-002 bule 3480 yen 2 4580461650397 454g
KP0020-003 brown 3480 yen 2 4580461650403 454g
KP0020-004 pink 3480 yen 2 4580461650410 454g

SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax）Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0022-008

himekuri 
masking tape

cat ver.2 450 yen 5 4580461650502 14g
KP0022-009 stationery ver.2 450 yen 5 4580461650519 14g
KP0022-010 sweets ver.1 450 yen 5 4580461650526 14g

SKU Product Name Type Unit Price（Excluding tax）Order Units JAN Code Weight
KP0018-001 plain 980 yen 5 4580461650274 80g
KP0018-002 himekuri note stationery 980 yen 5 4580461650281 80g
KP0018-003 cat 980 yen 5 4580461650298 80g
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made in japan



https://himekuri.info

[Inquiries]

K-Planning Co., Ltd. 　 Manager: Shou Kinoshita

1F Okubo Building 5-11-6 Koishikawa, Bunkyo, Tokyo

Phone: 03-5844-6113 E-mail: kinoshita.shou@kkikaku.jp


